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Abstract
Modeling methods have been proven to provide beneficial instrumental support for different modeling tasks during informa-
tion system analysis and design. However, methods are a complex phenomenon that include constructs such as procedural
guidelines, concepts to focus on, visual representations and cooperation principles. In general, method development is an
expensive task that usually involves many stakeholders and results in various method iterations. Since methods and method
development are complex in nature, there is a need for a well-structured and resource-efficient approach for method improve-
ment. This paper aims to contribute to the field of method improvement by proposing a balanced scorecard-based approach
and by reporting on experiences from developing and using it in the context of a method for information demand analysis.
The main contributions of the paper are as follows: (1) It provides a description of the process for developing a scorecard for
method improvement; (2) it shows how the scorecard as such can be used as a tool for improving a specific method; and (3)
it discusses experiences from applying the scorecard in industrial settings.

Keywords Method improvement · Balanced scorecard · Method engineering · Information demand analysis method

1 Introduction

Modeling methods provide structured guidance for perform-
ing complex modeling tasks including procedures to be
performed, concepts to focus on, visual representations for
capturing modeling results, competences recommended for
themodelers, tools and cooperation principles (see Sect. 2.1).
Method engineering (ME) is an expensive and knowledge-
intensive process, which usually involvesmany stakeholders,
takes a long period of time from first draft to mature method
and results in various engineering iterations. This paper
mainly aims at contributing to the field of ME within infor-
mation system analysis and design. We propose a balanced
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scorecard (BSC)-based approach and report on experiences
from using the approach and the BSC in the context of
improving a method for information demand analysis (IDA).

There is quite a substantial body of knowledge in the field
of ME (see Sect. 2.2), but recent research showed that the
work on the value of modeling and methods is sparse [1].
Indicator systems and scorecard-based management instru-
ments have been proposed for many organizational functions
[2], but inME there is not much work on quantifying method
improvement [3].

The primary perspective for method improvement taken
in this paper is that of an organization using the method for
business purposes and aiming at improving the contribution
of the method to the organization’s business objectives. In
this context, approaches from the field of Business Value
of Information Technology (BVIT) are relevant and were
investigated. Most of the BVIT approaches currently exist-
ing originated from the demand of enterprises to evaluate
the contribution of information technology (IT) artifacts to
business success. Section 2.3 includes an overview of BVIT
approaches. As modeling methods are IT artifacts and our
focus is on organizations using the method as a means to
conduct business (e.g., in consultancy projects for other
enterprises), BVIT approaches are considered to be relevant.
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One of the general approaches for measuring BVIT is
to capture indicators for different perspectives of business
value in a scorecard with different, balanced perspectives. A
scorecard is a data collection tool that helps organizations
to reach goals by evaluating progress toward objectives; that
is, scorecards commonly help to visualize progress against a
goal. Due to the seminal work of Kaplan and Norton [4] in
this field, the term “balanced scorecard” is tightly linked to a
management instrument that includes several dimensions in
an equal (“balanced”) way, which is a top-down reflection of
a company’s mission and strategy. A BSC is future oriented
by targeting progress with respect to goals. Furthermore, it
is focused on measures that are most critical to the success
of the company’s strategy.

Our suggestion is to apply this approach for method
improvement, as it allows for the combining of different
aspects that are relevant for the method’s contribution to
business objectives. These aspects include the impact of the
results achieved by using the method, the understandability
and utility of the method documentation, and the guiding
power of the work procedures included in the method. The
application of the scorecard is illustrated using the IDA
method. For organizations using the IDA method in their
own projects, the scorecard was supposed to be a manage-
ment instrument for the operational use of the method.

Themain contributions of the paper are (1) a description of
the process for developing a scorecard for method improve-
ment; (2) the scorecard as such (as a tool) for improving the
IDA method; and (3) experiences from applying the score-
card in industrial settings. The remainder of this paper is
structured as follows: Sect. 2 summarizes the foundation for
our work from ME and BVIT research. Section 3 introduces
the research approach taken, and in Sect. 4, the IDA method
is briefly presented. Section 5 describes the development
process of the BSC and the resulting “method scorecard.”
Section 6 is dedicated to experiences related to the use of
the scorecard. Section 7 summarizes the results and gives an
outlook on future work.

2 Theoretical foundation

2.1 Conceptual base for method engineering

Method engineering needs to be based on a solid foundation.
The ME challenge requires a common conceptual base cap-
turing, for methods in general, both methods as a specific
instrumental support for actions and the conceptual con-
stituents of methods. In this section, these two conceptual
foundations are presented.

All engineering activities are performed to make a differ-
ence. DuringME activities, purposeful actions are performed
by actors aiming at certain ends. According to a model
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Fig. 1 Support for engineering actions

for socio-instrumental actions by Goldkuhl [5], actions per-
formed by an actor are based on a pre-assessment of grounds,
earlier actions performed by the actor(s) and actions pro-
ducing results directed toward another actor. During the
performance of actions, the actor uses instruments, knowl-
edge and experiences as support to make a difference [6, 7]
(cf. Figure 1). In this paper, the focused activities areME and
BSC engineering.

Instrumental support for actions can be manifested as dif-
ferent types of artifacts such as methods, theories, tools,
patterns and best practices,where previous successful actions
have been packaged into prescriptive guidance (instrumental
support) for different situations [6].

Methods are widely used as instrumental support for dif-
ferent engineering and development activities in the context
of enterprises, such as for Enterprise Modeling (EM), Enter-
prise Architecture Design and Information Systems Design.
According to our view, the use ofmethods is to be regarded as
artifact-mediated actions where different prescribed method
actions will guide the development work. We rely on the
assumption that a method as an artifact is something that is
created by humans and that the artifact cannot exist without
human involvement, either by design or by interpretation (cf.
[8]). An artifact can therefore be instantiated as something
with physical and/or social properties, which also need to be
taken into consideration duringME.Amethod is prescriptive
in character, since it gives guidance on what to do in differ-
ent situations in order to produce certain results and to reach
certain goals (cf. [6]). DuringME, we can consequently seek
support from a method designated for ME (a meta-method).
Our focus in this paper is on methods, method engineering
and method improvement. We therefore also acknowledge
the ISO/IEC 24744:2014 standard and its definition of meth-
ods:

specification of the process to follow together with the
work products to be used and generated, plus the consid-
eration of the people and tools involved, during an IBD
development effort. (ISO/IEC 24744:2014, p. 2)

Based on this definition and Goldkuhl et al. [9], our stance
is that a method includes the following constituents:
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• notation for documentation and representation (documen-
tation rules),

• procedural guidelines, tightly coupled to notation, which
include meta-concepts such as process, activity, informa-
tion and object,

• concepts, which are the bridging glue between procedural
guidelines and notation.

When these three components are closely interrelated, it is
referred to as a method component. A method component
provides prescriptive knowledge and guidelines for what to
do and how to do a certain task. A method component is
also similar to the concepts of method chunk [10, 11] and
method fragment [12]. A method component is supposed to
give focus to an engineering activity by addressing a focal
area. This can be compared with the UML (Unified Model-
ing Language), which is manifested through two main focal
areas, structure and behavior. Each of these focal areas is
then divided into a number of sub-focal areas (diagrams)
that direct attention toward selected constructs, concepts and
their relations, making sense or giving rationality to the spe-
cific perspective. Examples are class and object diagrams in
UML, which put the focus on concepts or constructs such as
class, object, attributes, operations and relations. A method
component such as “method engineering” would therefore
be executed through the procedural instructions—notation
rules—and the related concepts to focus on.

A method is often a compound of several method com-
ponents into what is frequently referred to as a methodology
[13]. A compound of method components together forms a
structure that we refer to as a framework. A framework con-
stitutes a phase structure telling us what to do, in what order
to do things and what results to produce.

All methods are based on some foundations or perspec-
tives that inform the essence of the method. This method
foundation includes values, principles and categories that
are manifested in the method and its method components.
In UML, for example, the foundation or perspective is object
orientation. Object orientation is upheld and constituted
through the understanding of encapsulation, polymorphism
and inheritance. Consequently, this means that UML must
provide a method component(s) that can uphold these princi-
ples and where class and object diagrams are perfect exam-
ples of this. Encapsulation through these private attributes
can only be accessed through the operations provided. The
perspective in a method depicts the epistemological, onto-
logical, theoretical and practical standpoints that should be
manifested through the method.

The above-mentioned ISO/IEC 24744:2014 definition
also depicts people involved in the use of methods for
information-based domain development (IBD) efforts. In our
perspective, this implies how different people interact and
cooperate when performing method-guided work, that is,

collection and cooperation principles. A method component
with its procedural guidelines can be usedwith several differ-
ent cooperation and collection principles, such as seminars,
group work, brainstorming sessions, interviews and ques-
tionnaires.

2.2 Method engineering

Method engineering is an expensive and knowledge-
intensive process, usually involving many stakeholders and
resulting in various engineering iterations. ME is defined
by Henderson-Sellers et al. [14] as the engineering disci-
pline to design, construct and adapt methods, techniques and
tools for systems development, which also is in line with
the IEEE definition of software engineering (SE) and the
ISO/IEC 24744:2014 standard. An ME approach that has
received much attention is situational method engineering
(SME) [14]. In this paper, we have applied a phase-based
ME process similar to the ISO/IEC 24744:2014 standard. In
this, we have especially acknowledged the iterative interplay
between method generation and method validation (enact-
ment) according to Fig. 2. In the ISO/IEC standard, the main
activities are generation and enactment. Generation is the act
of defining and describing the method based on a defined
foundation, often a meta-model. Enactment is the act of val-
idating the method through application. This standard also
depicts roles such as the method engineer, who is the person
who designs, builds, extends and maintains the method, and
the developer, who is the person who applies the method dur-
ing enactment. These two activities and roles are interlinked
so that they can participate during both generation and enact-
ment in an interactive way.

In our ME process for the IDAmethod, we developed and
used a BSC as a tool for method improvement. This was done
through generating and measuring different performance
indicators in a BSC as part of the validation (enactment)
of the method. In doing so, the BSC has also gone through
generation and validation as part of the total ME process
(see Fig. 2); that is, the generation and enactment of the BSC
have been both interwoven in the ME process and paral-
lel activities. This iterative interplay between generation and
enactment for both the method and the BSC has called for a
structured way to deal with this from the dimensions of both
theoretical and empirical input and feedback. For this, we fol-
lowed the approach of Goldkuhl [15], proposing three levels
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Fig. 2 Method engineering process, based on ISO/IEC 24744:2014
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Table 1 Generation and enactment of the information demand analysis
method and the scorecard

Generation Enactment
(validation)

Internally Reflective
discussions
between method
engineers and
developers where
the emerging
internal structure
and content of the
method and the
scorecard were
questioned and
developed

Evaluation of method
and scorecard
consistency in use
in terms of
structure and
interrelationships
of its various parts

Theoretically Use of a method
notion to provide a
conceptual
structure for the
method

Relating concept
definitions to
existing methods
and established
knowledge (e.g.,
BSC, BVIT and
IDA)

Comparison of the
generated method
against existing
method notions and
method theories

Analysis of method
and BSC in
comparison with
existing method
and BVIT practices

Empirically Interview-based
investigation for
deriving method
focus, conceptual
foundation and
requirements

Practical application
of the evolving
method and BSC
together with
industrial partners

Development of
support
documentation
(method and BSC
handbook) together
with industrial
partners

Several test cases for
evaluating the
usefulness of the
method and BSC in
industrial cases

Industrial method use
and evaluation by
external parties by
means of a method
evaluation
framework,
NIMSAD

Industrial use and
evaluation of
method and BSC
handbook

to address during method generation and enactment (inter-
nal, theoretical and empirical), see Table 1. This approach is
similar to other approaches, which also advocate the theoret-
ical and empirical dimensions of ME (cf. [16, 17]). During
our ME process, we have performed different generation and
enactment activities, illustrated in Table 1.

To our knowledge, research about method validation
through the use of BSC to measure ME success for method
validation is scarce (see also Sect. 2.4). Some work can be
found in relation to the actual design or construction of meth-
ods, for example, in Henderson-Sellers et al. [14]. Harmsen
[18] presents a more elaborated and promising approach for

using performance indicators (PI) for measuring success in
information system (IS) engineering. These indicators are
divided into three groups: process-related PI, product-related
PI and result-related PI. Even though this research has a focus
on IS engineering, we believe that the same principles can
be useful for method validation during ME.

2.3 Business value of IT and balanced scorecard

During the last decades, numerous research activities from
business administration, economics and computer science
have focused on how to measure the business value of IT.
Four typical examples of this are as follows:

• Process-oriented approaches, such as IT Business Value
Metrics [19]. In process-oriented approaches, the BVIT
is demonstrated through process improvements. These
approaches investigate how value is added to the business.

• Perceived value approaches, such as the IS Success Model
[20]. These approaches base BVIT evaluations on user
perceptions rather than on financial indicators or measure-
ments within technical systems.

• Project-focused approaches, including Information Eco-
nomics [21]. This kind of approach basically tries to
support decision making on whether an IT project should
be started by calculating a score for project alternatives.

• Scorecard-based approaches, as per the BSC [4]. These
approaches try to include different perspectives when eval-
uating business value, including, e.g., financial, process-
oriented and learning perspectives.

As stated in Sect. 1, the focus of our work is on improving
the contribution of a method to the business objectives of
an organization. All four types of BVIT approaches could
potentially be tailored for this purpose. However, there are
differences between these approaches with respect to their
suitability:

• The requiredmethod improvement approach has to include
business value and coherence with business drivers such as
reduced lifecycle time or increased flexibility. These busi-
ness drivers are measurable criteria reflected in the control
systems of many companies. Perceived value approaches
do not cover these aspects sufficiently.

• Method improvement requiresmonitoring of relevant indi-
cators during a longer period of method use, i.e., capturing
of performance indicators only once would not be suffi-
cient. This requirement is hard tomeet with project-centric
approaches.

• Process-oriented approaches are by nature quite specific to
the individual company, as they require an understanding
of business processes, the potential business impact and
the potential IT impact before starting the actual analysis
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of BVIT. This makes these approaches quite expensive for
method improvement in terms of efforts to be invested, as
methods are expected to be used in many different organi-
zations.

Among the scorecard-based approaches, the BSC proposed
by Kaplan and Norton [4] is the most established. The
BSC is a management system; that is, it includes measure-
ment approaches to continuously improve performance and
results.

2.4 Scorecard use in quality management

Scorecard-based approaches for BVIT evaluation have their
origin in research in economics and business administration
and thus are outside the traditional scope of SE and IS devel-
opment. However, there are links between the field of quality
management [22, 23] andBVIT evaluation; thesewill be ana-
lyzed in this section. The links include:

• earlier applications of scorecards in Quality Management
(QM),

• the use of QM approaches within scorecards and
• the general organization as management systems.

2.4.1 Management systems

Management systems commonly enable an organization
to systematically develop certain features in a continuous
process [24]. When implementing management systems,
organizational roles are established, procedures defined, doc-
umentation standards specified and organizational policies
and cultures or mindsets set up. The actual management
task in a management system usually includes continuous
improvement cycles [25]. Quality management systems in
organizations and the scorecard-based evaluation of BVIT
are both by nature management systems, in that they require
a certain organizational setup as described above. They also
do not only comprise solitary assessments or data collection,
but continuous tasks integrating many assessment activities
into an overall picture of the situation and its development.
As scorecard-based approaches are considered “lightweight”
management systems [4], the difference to QM systems is
substantial if actual implementations are compared. Score-
cards are supposed to focus on a handful of goals and three to
five perspectives [4]. QM systems commonly cover the com-
plete lifecycle of a software product, information system or
IT system, with procedures and instructions in place for most
kinds of artifacts developed during this process.

2.4.2 Applications of scorecard in QM

Scorecard-based approaches have been used in only a few
application scenarios in SE and IS development. This was
the result of a literature survey we performed in February
2018. For the literature survey, we followed the guidelines
of Kitchenham [26]. When planning the literature review,
we started by defining the research question to be tackled as
follows:

In the field of software and information systems develop-
ment, which scientific publications exist on the development
and application of scorecards for quality management?

Furthermore, we decided to include IEEE,ACM, Springer
Link and Scopus as publication outlets. The assumption
we made is that all important developments relevant to the
research question should be visible in these outlets. Rele-
vance to the research question has to be based on specifying
inclusion and exclusion criteria. In our case, we developed a
search string to be applied on the publication outlets:

“scorecard” AND “quality” AND (“management” OR
“assessment” OR “control” OR “assurance”) AND
(“software”OR“information system”OR“IS”OR“IT-
system” OR “IT artefact” OR “IT-artifact”)

In the search string, we took into account that synonyms
or related terms for “quality management” (i.e., quality
assessment, assurance or control) or for “software” and
“information system” might be used (i.e., IT-system, IT arte-
fact/artifact or IS). The result of the search with the above
search string in title, abstract and keywords was a total of 762
papers with a number of duplicates, as Scopus also includes
part of IEEE and ACM. Table 2 shows the number of hits for
different parts of the search string. Among the papers was
also our work that formed the starting point for this paper
[27]. This work was excluded from the analysis.

In the next step, we checked the relevance of the papers by
reading the abstracts. Many of the papers had to be excluded
because they were from application domains using score-
cards and information systems (e.g., hospitals, metallurgy,
supply chains, e-government) for quality-related activities,
but were not concerned with the actual quality of software
or information systems. Other papers were excluded because
they focused on generating or improving the quality of score-
cards by using, for instance, ontologies, self-organization
or machine learning. This first step reduced the number of
papers to 33. In a second step, the full text of the remain-
ing papers was checked for relevance. Again, a number of
papers had to be excluded because they were focused on
project management issues, price evaluation of software or
general management systems. After the second step, only
five publications were left.

In total, the survey revealed the following publications on
scorecard use:
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Table 2 Overview of the results of the literature search

Search string No. of hits Analyzed in step 2

scorecard AND (quality
AND assessment)
AND software

13 1

scorecard AND (quality
AND assurance)
AND software

12 1

scorecard AND (qual-
ity AND manage-
ment) AND
software

53 11

scorecard AND (qual-
ity AND con-
trol) AND software

28 2

scorecard AND (qual-
ity AND control) AND
(informa-
tion AND system)

88 1

scorecard AND (qual-
ity AND assur-
ance) AND
(informa-
tion AND system)

33 3

scorecard AND (qual-
ity AND assess-
ment) AND
(informa-
tion AND system)

63 2

(scorecard) AND (qual-
ity AND manage-
ment) AND
(informa-
tion AND system)

191 13

[“scorecard”AND“qual-
ity” AND
(“manage-
ment” OR “assess-
ment”
OR “control” OR “as-
surance”) AND (“soft-
ware”
OR “information
system” OR “IS”
OR “IT-system”
OR “IT artefact”)]

762 33

• Sivaji and Tzuaan investigate scorecard use for improving
Web site usability and User eXperience (UX) [28].

• Staron et al. [29] propose a scorecard for managing code
stability indicators in the context of monitoring the perfor-
mance of software development organizations.

• Chang and King [30] develop a functional scorecard for
information systems addressing business process effec-
tiveness and organizational performance. This scorecard
includes a number of proposals on which factors and indi-
cators should be considered.

• Keyes proposes an IT scorecard including perspectives,
criteria and indicators for the IT in an organization [31].

• Subramanian et al. [32] investigate critical factors in IS
implementation strategy, software quality and software
project performance.

None of the above publications investigates the use of
scorecards in ME. An additional literature search on score-
card, method and engineering, improvement, evaluation and
validation returned only our paper [27] as a result.

2.4.3 Use of quality management approaches
within scorecards

The clearest and probably most important link between QM
and scorecards is the use of measurement approaches or
metrics from QM for determining the indicator values used
in scorecards [33]. Primarily, if the business goals of an
enterprise include quality goals and, as a consequence, the
business value depends on the quality, the indicators used for
capturing goal achievement andbusiness valuewill be quality
related or even originate from QM. However, the perspective
of the scorecard still remains different from the QM view.
In our approach for BVIT evaluation presented in Sect. 4,
some indicators originate from QM, some are inspired by
QM experiences and others are from economics. When dis-
cussing the different perspectives of the scorecard and their
indicators, this QM relation is elaborated in more detail (see
Sect. 5.4).

Usability questionnaires and test checklists are not con-
sidered as scorecards since their focus is on assessing
characteristics and features of artifacts and systems rather
than evaluating business value. However, such instruments
can be applied for determining indicators contributing to the
business value investigation (see also the next section).

3 Research approach

The research approach for the development of the BSC and
the engineering of the IDAmethod combines Design Science
(DS) [34] and Action Research (AR) [35]. In this combina-
tion, we have taken a stance in Technical Action Research
(TAR) according to Wieringa and Morali [36]. In TAR, the
engineering process and the artifact design are the starting
point and are where the artifact is supposed to be validated in
practice in a scaled-up sequence. It starts with testing a proto-
type (artifact) in a controlled environment, via testing of the
prototype in context (real-life setting) to full-fledged appli-
cations of the final artifact to solve a group of real practical
problems in an enterprise [36]. Our artifacts in this case are
twofold: The first one is the IDAmethod, which is developed
as a “treatment” to improve or solve information challenges
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Fig. 3 Generation and validation of the information demand analysis method via the balanced scorecard

in enterprises in dimensions of information supply, provision,
demand, logistics and so on. The second artifact is the BSC,
which is developed as a “treatment” for method improve-
ment. Through this approach, the artifacts are motivated by
the desire to solve a class of problems, rather than specific
problem instances, which is an important distinction and a
guiding principle of TAR. There are also earlier promising
initiatives to combine DS and AR, one example of which
is Action Design Research (ADR) by Sein et al. [37]. Even
though the artifact is in focus in ADR, the approach is still
problem driven [38]. In our case, the TAR approach is more
convenient since the method is developed from the notion
that we have to handle information challenges in enterprises,
while the BSC relies on the notion that there is a need for
method improvement.

The TAR approach also emphasizes the co-production
between research practices; that is, the development of the
artifacts was performed through continuous improvements
in collaboration with our case partners. This was mainly
done through the researchers taking on three different roles:
Designer, Helper and Researcher. The role as designer cov-
ers the actual design of the initial technique (artifact), which,
as a final goal, should be able to support the solving of a class
of problems. The helper employs the usage of the technique
(artifact) to help others (case partners). And, of course, there
is the role of the researcher, drawing lessons learned about
the capabilities of the artifact. The artifacts have emerged
from the interaction with the organizational context, even if
the initial design was guided by the researchers’ intent. Con-
sequently, the artifacts were shaped by the organizational
context during their development and use. In fact, both ME
and the development of BSC have required a combination
of competences from both academia and industry in order to
build a joint understanding of the problems and ongoing pro-
cesses. On a high level, the ambition was that both the IDA
method and the BSCwould be continuously deployed as pro-

totypes, making it possible for domain experts working at the
case partners to evaluate the performance in their production
environment. This evaluation and analysis have created valu-
able feedback for the researchers, thus establishing a virtuous
cycle consisting of problemgeneration, solution, deployment
and evaluation—very similar to the overall organization of
the TAR methodology.

The purpose of the IDAmethod was to support identifica-
tion, modeling and analyzing information demand as a base
for the development of technical and organizational solutions
providing a demand-driven information provision. The ME
process for the IDA method and the BSC is described in
Fig. 3.

In this study, we focus on the enactment phase and the
use of BSC as a tool for method improvement. Five different
IDA cases were included:

• A metal finishing company (coordination of quality, tech-
nology and production).

• A municipality (handling of errands).
• The association for Swedish SAP users (coordination of
information flow).

• A timber company (identification of information demand
for test strategy).

• A gardening retailer (information demand for different
organizational roles).

4 The IDAmethod and its constituents

The IDA method was mainly developed from 2006 to 2008
in the research and development (R&D) project InfoFLOW,
which included seven industrial and academic partners.
Thereafter, the method has been applied and further devel-
oped through several industrial applications both in Sweden
and in Germany. The basis for the method development is
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Fig. 4 An overview of the information demand analysis method [42]

the understanding of the term information demand, three
industrial cases from the InfoFLOW project [38–40], the
requirements derived from these cases [41] and the notion of
methods as presented in Sect. 2.1. Since information demand
has a close relation to roles (as actor) in a practice, we need to
ensure that the designated roles also are represented during
the information demand modeling sessions; that is, interac-
tive research guided by the cooperation principles according
to the notion of method. Therefore, it is important that the
actual modeling is performed together with the actual roles
that are to be modeled.

Understanding information demand requires understand-
ing of information demand contexts in terms of a number
of dimensions. In Fig. 4, an overview of the IDA method
(framework) is presented. Since context is considered central
to IDA, method support (method component) for modeling
such a context is at the core of the IDA method (cf. [42]).
However, in order to be able to perform any meaningful con-
text, modeling a clear scope is needed. Consequently, the
IDA starts with scoping activities. Also, depending on the
requirements and needs relevant for the specific case, addi-
tional aspects of information demand might be analyzed and
modeled.

Scoping as a prerequisite for information demand context
modeling is the process of defining the area of analysis and
the selection of the parts of the organization to be the subject

of the analysis. This phase also includes the identification of
the roles relevant for the IDA. Scoping also sets the scene
for identification and understanding of the organization’s
problems, goals, intentions and expectations to motivate it
to engage in the IDA.

Information demand context modeling is preferably per-
formed through participative activities such as collaborative
modeling seminars, where the participants with their domain
knowledge themselves are involved in the actual manufac-
turing of different models. This process is also supported
and facilitated by a method expert, who could be an internal
or external person. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the conceptual
focus in this phase is on information demandwithin a defined
scope. The key to contextmodeling is to identify the interrela-
tionship between roles, tasks, resources and information. No
direct attention is paid to the sequence of activities, resource
availability and so on.

Once the necessary knowledge about the information
demand contexts is defined, it is used for a number of different
purposes. One purpose is evaluation, where different aspects
of information demand are assessed in relation to roles, tasks,
resources and information. It is also used to address the
results from the modeling session with respect to the moti-
vation and purposes expressed during the scoping activities.
Focusing on information demand contexts only provides an
initial viewof information demand.No consideration is given
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to aspects such as individual competence, organizational
expectations and requirements in terms of goals, processes
and so on. Depending on the intentions behind the analysis,
further activities will be required. The IDA method provides
a number of method components supporting such activities.
Since the main focus of the IDA method presented here is
on information demand, it utilizes existing procedures and
notations for such additional aspects rather than defining new
ones.

In the IDA method, patterns also have a significant role.
For the conceptual positioning of patterns, see Sect. 2.1. The
general idea of information demand patterns is similar to
most pattern developments in computer science: to capture
knowledge about proven solutions in order to facilitate the
reuse of this knowledge. In this context, Martin Fowler’s
statement “A pattern is a solution to a problem in a context”
serves as inspiration. For our work in the InfoFLOW project,
we have defined the term information demand pattern as fol-
lows:

An information demand pattern addresses a recurring
information demand problem that arises for specific
roles and work situations in an enterprise, and presents
a solution to it. [43]

An information demand pattern is constituted by a number
of essential parts used for describing the pattern: (1) A state-
ment about the organizational context where the pattern is
useful. This statement identifies the application domain or the
specific departments or functions in an organization forming
the context for the pattern definition. (2) The problems of a
role that the pattern addresses. The tasks and responsibilities
a certain role has are described in order to identify and dis-
cuss the challenges and problems that this role usually faces
in the defined organizational context. (3) The solution that
resolves the problem,which for information demand patterns
includes three parts:

• The information demand of the role, which is related to
the tasks and responsibilities and is described as part of the
pattern, i.e., the different parts of the information demand
are identified.

• The quality criteria for the different parts of the infor-
mation demand include the general importance of the
information demand part, the importance of receiving the
part completely and with high accuracy, and the impor-
tance of timely or real-time information supply.

• A timeline indicating the points in time when the different
information parts should be available at the latest.

The effects that participate in forming a solution aremany-
fold. If the needed information part is not available or arrives
too late, this might affect the possibility of the role com-
pleting its task and responsibilities. The effects described

in the pattern include potential economic consequences,
time/efficiency effects—that is, whether the role will need
more time for completing the task or will be less efficien-
t—effects on improving or reducing the quality of the work
results, effects with respect to the motivation of the respon-
sible role, learning and experience effects and effects from a
customer perspective.

Additionally, a pattern can also be represented as a
visual model, for instance, as a kind of enterprise model.
This model representation is then supposed to support the
communication with potential users of the pattern, as it illus-
trates the information demand context. This includes the
relation of the role to co-workers and other roles in the
organization, the relation between the different parts of the
information demand and IT system in the enterprise, which
are potential sources of this information, and the relation
of tasks and responsibilities to processes in the organiza-
tion.

5 Development of BSC for method
improvement

The BSC development is illustrated using the IDA method
(see Sect. 4). Among the users of the IDA method are con-
sultancy companies who perform many projects aiming at
improved information flows in small- and medium-sized
enterprises. They consider themethod as a kind of resource in
their “production” process. These companies are interested
in having control of the use of the method from an economic
perspective, to find improvement potentials and to get at least
an idea of the value for their business.

This means that the primary perspective for method
improvement taken in our work is that of an organiza-
tion using the method for business purposes and aiming at
improving the contribution to business objectives. Such an
organization could be, for example, a consultancy company
offering analysis and optimization services for its clients
based on the method, or enterprises using the method inter-
nally for detecting and implementing change needs. In an
organizational context, improvement processes are usually
guided by defined goals and instruments to supervise the goal
achievement. The approach proposed in our work is to apply
the principles of a BSC for creating a management instru-
ment for method improvement. That is, we will not use the
original BSC perspectives and content proposed by Kaplan
and Norton [4]. Instead, we will use the process of devel-
oping such a BSC for method improvement and the general
BSC structure of goals, sub-goals, indicators and so on. Sec-
tion 5.1 describes the process of developing the scorecard,
whereas Sect. 5.2 introduces the actual “method scorecard.”
Section 5.3 reports on the evolution of the method score-
card.
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Fig. 5 Phases and steps of method scorecard development. Arrows between the steps of the phases indicate their sequence. Dashed lines with arrows
indicate input to other phases

5.1 Scorecard development process

The main instrument for developing the scorecard was a
workshop with all organizations planning to use the IDA
method. The workshop produced an initial version of the
scorecard,which formed the basis for refinements and further
development during the project. During the scorecard work-
shop, the two phases of scorecard design and operationaliza-
tionwere conducted, both of them consisting of several steps.
A third phase of scorecard application followed (see Fig. 5).

5.1.1 Scorecard design

In the phase of scorecard design, the following steps were
taken. The first step was to evaluate whether the perspectives
proposed by the original BSC approach (i.e., financial, inter-
nal business process, learning and growth, customer) are
valid and appropriate for method improvement or should be
changed. Starting points for identifying relevant perspectives
were the strategic aims of the participating organizations.
Before the workshop, the participants were asked to define
the strategic aims for the organization theywere representing.
In the workshop, each organization presented its aims, which
were then sorted into groups, and every group was labeled
with a suitable headline as the basis for perspectives in the
scorecard. The result of this step was an initial agreement
on perspectives to consider in the “method scorecard.”

For each perspective, strategic goals had to be defined
and preferably quantified, as quantifying them helps to
reduce the vagueness in strategic goals. Identifying strategic
goals was again based on the organizations’ strategy and
aims. The workshop participants agreed to focus on aims
that were directly related to the IDA method use. This made
it possible to agree on joint aims among all participants,
which turned out to reflect the majority of all aims of the
individual organizations. The defined strategic goals were in
a next step broken down into sub-goals. The objective was
to define not more than five to seven sub-goals per goal. The
last step related to scorecard design was the identification of
cause–effect relationships. There might be strategic goals or
sub-goals that cannot be achieved at the same time because
they have conflicting elements. It is important to understand
these conflicts or cause–effect relations. Sub-goals and
cause–effect relationships were jointly developed by all
workshop participants.

5.1.2 Scorecard operationalization

After having covered the scorecard design, the focus of the
workshop shifted to operationalization, which is Phase 2 of
the scorecard development. For each sub-goal defined in the
different perspectives, a way had to be found to measure
the current situation. For this purpose, indicators had to be
defined contributing to capturing the status with respect to
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the sub-goal. When defining indicators, one had to keep in
mind that there must be a practical way to capture these
indicators. In this context, existing controlling systems or
indicators (e.g., from quality management) were inspected
and checked for possibilities to reuse information. For each
indicator identified, themeasurement or recording procedure
was defined.Ameasurement procedure typically includes the
way of measuring an indicator, the point in time and interval
for measuring, the responsible role or person performing the
measurement and how to document the measured results.

In the workshop, the process of identifying indicators and
measurement procedures was to start by discussing, for each
sub-goal, which criterion or criteria would be relevant for
the evaluation progress of goal achievement. Based on these
criteria, potential indicators related to these criteria were
identified. This process did not lead to fully specified criteria
and an indicator set for all sub-goals, but only to an initial
and incomplete list. As follow-up to the workshop, the aca-
demic partners were asked to make proposals for additional
indicators based on earlier experiences or existing scientific
work (cf. Section 5.4). These proposals were discussed in a
second working session and resulted in a list of indicators
and measurement procedures.

Based on the indicator definition and the measurement
procedures, the implementation in theorganizationhad to fol-
low. This stepwas not part of theworkshop, but theworkshop
resulted in recommendations for the different organizations
on how the implementation should be performed. Further-
more, all organizations agreed to use the same forms for
collecting the data (cf. Section 6).

5.1.3 Scorecard application

The third phase of scorecard development, application, con-
cerns the use and the further development of the method
scorecard during the method improvement process. During
this phase, the implemented measurement procedures and
the aids developed for collecting data were used in each par-
ticipating organization. Experiences from data collection and
the interpretation of collected indicator values are the subject
of Sect. 5.

5.1.4 Role distribution

After the method scorecard development workshop and thus
for the operational phase, a role distribution was agreed
upon between the participating organizations. This role dis-
tribution consisted of the following roles, which basically
emerged more from practical considerations than from for-
mal or legal conditions:

• Method manager: the organization taking care of collect-
ing all method improvement proposals, maintaining the

documentation and coordination of the method improve-
ment process. In other contexts, this role might also be
called the method owner, but for the IDA method the
legal owners were all four organizations participating in
the development.

• Method user organization: academic and industrial com-
panies using the IDA method for their modeling projects.

• Method users: individual modelers using the whole IDA
method or parts of it.

• Method developer: individual researchers or engineers
who were part of the method development process. The
method developers all came from one of the four academic
or industrial InfoFLOW project partners.

• Scorecardmanager: the organization taking care of collect-
ing all scorecard improvement proposals, maintaining the
scorecard documentation and coordination of the score-
card improvement.

• Scorecard owner: the legal owner of themethod scorecard.
In this case, the scorecard is published.

5.2 Scorecard for method validation

The development process described in Sect. 5.1 resulted in
four different perspectives in the scorecard, which reflected
the shared organizational goals of the enterprises participat-
ing in the InfoFLOW project and the development of the
method scorecard. Figure 6 illustrates the four perspectives
with their strategic goals, which were as follows:

1. Method Documentation Quality: The quality of the IDA
method handbook and aids

Goal: To have a method that is easy to train and commu-
nicate

2. Pattern Quality: The quality of the Information Demand
(ID) patterns

Goal: To achieve patterns of high quality applicable with
the method

3. Process Efficiency: The efficiency of the process for
understanding information flow problems in enterprises
and developing an appropriate solution proposal

Goal: More efficient processes and resource use for the
analysis, including a proposal for a solution

4. Solution Efficiency: The efficiency of the solution imple-
mented in an enterprise based on using the IDA method
and ID patterns
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Fig. 6 Perspectives and main goals of the method scorecard

Goal: To propose a relevant and actable solution for the
case at hand.

5.2.1 Sub-goals

The sub-goals for each perspective served as refinement of
the goals and as a first step to operationalizing the goals. The
sub-goals for the different perspectives and their goals are
presented in Table 3.

5.2.2 Cause–effect relationships

The identification of cause–effect relationships started at the
level of perspectives; that is, if juxtaposing the different per-
spectives, are there any goals or sub-goals in one perspective
contradicting goals or sub-goals of another perspective? The
contradicting goals/sub-goals were important to discover,
because such a contradiction would basically mean that one
sub-goal hinders achieving another one. This kind of rela-
tionship was not discovered in the scorecard development
process. However, there are a number of goals/sub-goals sup-
porting goals or sub-goals of other perspectives. For example,
high pattern quality is expected to support solution efficiency,
as patterns are meant to capture proven and reusable parts
of solutions. Also, high documentation quality is supposed
to support process efficiency, because well-documented pro-
cess steps should lead to reliable execution of these steps.
An awareness of this kind of supportive relationship helps
understanding potential side effects when planning method
improvement measures.

5.2.3 Indicator examples

Our view of a method being a guide for actions, which often
are artifact-mediated actions (see Sect. 2.1), affected the
selection and definition of indicators. For brevity reasons,
we will only present an excerpt of the criteria and indicators
of the method scorecard. These criteria and indicators are
captured for each perspective in a separate table, including
the following information:

• What to measure, i.e., the criteria to capture. Criteria are
grouped into aspects.

• Motivation of these criteria and comments (not included
in Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7).

• Indicators reflecting the criteria. This is the actual value to
measure.

• Indicator description. Explanation related to the indicator
name.

• Practical implementation of capturing the indicators, i.e.,
how to measure, who will be responsible for measuring,
when to measure and how to document the findings.

The complete method scorecard has 61 indicators; all the
indicators are presented on 18 pages and are available in a
technical report from the InfoFLOW project [1].

Table 4 shows an excerpt of the criteria and indicator
table for the perspective “method documentation quality.”
This excerpt is focused on “documentation quality.” Further
aspects in this perspective are method documentation matu-
rity, method support for pattern use and method support for
pattern extension.

An excerpt of the criteria and indicators for the “pattern
quality” perspective is given in Table 5. This excerpt relates
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Table 3 Sub-goals for the four
perspectives and goals of the
method scorecard

Perspective Goal Sub-goals

Method documentation quality To have a method that is easy to
train and communicate

Easy to teach the method and train
future modelers (transferability)

Provide good documentation

Method shall support the effective
development of new patterns

Method shall take into account
that patterns need continuous
improvement

Pattern quality To achieve information demand
patterns of high quality
applicable with the method

Applicability of patterns, e.g., it
should be easy to decide
whether a pattern is applicable
or not and easy to actually apply
the pattern

Support for deciding which parts
of a pattern to apply

High “technical quality” (quality
of details, visualization,
consistency of description)

Positive contribution to the
method for information demand
analysis

Relevance for different
application domains or
explicitly domain-independent
pattern

Possibility to improve the pattern
or to further develop it

Process efficiency More efficient process for
information demand analysis
including initial proposal for a
solution

To facilitate faster processes
To reduce effort (less expensive
processes)

High quality of the solution
developed

Clarity of results and next steps

Relevant solution, easy to
understand

Feasible solution

To have a process that is easy to
understand

For the customer

For the consultant/analyst
applying it

High security that a solution can
be delivered (robustness)

Solution efficiency To propose a relevant and actable
solution for the case at hand

Include all phases of developing
the solution (e.g., analysis,
design, prototype,
implementation)

High quality of the solution from
the customer perspective

Clarity of results and next steps

Relevant solution, easy to
understand

Feasible solution
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Table 4 Excerpt from criteria
and indicators for the “method
documentation quality”
perspective

Aspect Criterion Indicator name Indicator
description

How to capture
indicators

Documentation
quality

Learning time Average learning
time for new
analyst until
“productivity”

How much time
does it take on
average until a
person can be
considered
“productive”?

Captured during
training sessions
by the method
specialist

Average learning
time for new
trainers until
“productivity”

How much time
does it take on
average until a
new trainer for
the method can
be considered
“productive”?

Average learning
time for
participants in
analysis projects
until able to
participate in
analysis projects

How much time
does it take on
average until a
participant in
analysis projects
understands what
she/he is
contributing to?

Perceived quality
of method
documentation

Perceived quality
of completeness,
correctness,
understandability,
etc. on a suitable
scale (e.g.,
five-point Likert
scale)

Documentation of
maturity

Maturity level
according to
review status of
different
stakeholder
groups, such as
consultant,
method specialist
or modeling
facilitator

What maturity
level between
“draft” and “fully
validated” is
assigned in
method reviews
by domain
experts?

Number of
improvements
proposed by the
researchers

How many change
requests were
submitted for the
method by the
researchers?

Number of
shortcomings
detected in use

How many change
requests were
submitted by
practitioners?

to the aspect of applicability. Other aspects covered are tech-
nical quality and extensibility.

Table 6 shows the criteria and indicator selection for the
third perspective, “process efficiency,” with a focus on the
aspect of the analysis process. Other aspects include indica-
tors for the analysis result (solution) and the delivery of the
solution.

An excerpt of the criteria for the perspective “solution
efficiency” is presented in Table 7. This excerpt focuses on
strategic benefits. Other aspects are automation benefits and
transformation benefits.
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Table 5 Excerpt from criteria
and indicators for the “pattern
quality” perspective

Aspect Criterion Indicator name Indicator
description

How to capture
indicators

Applicability Learning time Average learning
time for new team
members until
“productivity”

How much time (in
hours, not
calendar time)
does it take on
average until a
person
understands the
pattern and can
explain its use?

Captured during
pattern use by
method specialist

Average learning
time for existing
team members
until
“productivity”
with a new
pattern

How much time (in
hours, not
calendar time)
does it take on
average until a
person familiar
with the pattern
concept
understands the
new pattern and
can explain its
use?

Intensity of use Average number of
uses

How many times
has the pattern
been used in
projects?

Perceived
applicability of
patterns when
reusing them

How is the
applicability of a
pattern rated on a
scale between −2
and +2?

Domain
independence

Number of
application
domains expected
to be relevant for
a pattern

According to the
pattern
developers, how
many application
domains exist for
the pattern?

Number of
application
domains where a
pattern was used
and average
number of
applications

In which domains
was the pattern
actually used?
Average number
of applications in
each domain?

5.3 Evolution of themethod scorecard

The method scorecard as such did not only serve as an
instrument for MI, but the scorecard itself was also subject
to several improvement steps. The first version presented
in Sect. 5.2 was used by two industrial and two academic
method user organizations that cooperated in developing and
improving the IDAmethod. These four organizations in some
cases also performed the IDA projects as joint ventures and
they met every 2 months to discuss experiences with the IDA
methods and to share practical recommendations in method

scorecard use. More information about the method use and
the experiences collected are provided in Sect. 5.1.

The first major revision of the method scorecard hap-
pened after 1 year of scorecard use based on the experiences
collected. This revision no longer included “solution efficien-
cy” as a perspective, because the collection of the indicators
required for this turned out not to be implementable in prac-
tice (cf. Section 5.1). The core problem experienced was that
for solution efficiency a comparison of earlier costs or time
frames for information supply and quality problems—that is,
the baseline—with costs and time frames after optimization
would be required. The organizations optimizing the infor-
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Table 6 Excerpt from criteria
and indicators for the “process
efficiency” perspective

Area Aspect Indicator name Indicator
description

How to capture the
indicators who
measures?

Analysis process Duration of
processes

Average time for
performing an
information
demand analysis

How long does it
take to perform
an information
demand analysis
in a project
(calendar time)?

Average time for
scoping phases

How long does it
take to perform
the scoping phase
in a project
(calendar time)?

Average time for
context modeling

How long does it
take to perform
context modeling
in a project
(calendar time)?

Capture start date
and end date in
order to be able to
separate different
iterations of
phases and
overlaps between
phases; must be
captured in days

Average time for
information
demand context
analysis

How long does it
take to perform
information
demand context
analysis in a
project (calendar
time)?

Cost of processes Average number of
hours spent for
the information
demand analysis

How many hours of
consultants are
needed for the
information
demand analysis?

Average number of
hours spent on
scoping phases

How many working
hours does it take
to perform the
scoping phase in
a project?

Average number of
hours spent on
context modeling

How many working
hours does it take
to perform
context modeling
in a project?

Capture start date
and end date in
order to be able to
separate different
iterations of
phases and
overlaps between
CM and CA;
duration must be
captured in days

Average number of
hours spent on
information
demand context
analysis

How many working
hours does it take
to perform
information
demand context
analysis in a
project?

Average costs
additional to the
hours spent for
the information
demand analysis

How much in the
project was spent
on traveling,
hotels etc.?
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Table 7 Excerpt from criteria
and indicators for the “solution
efficiency” perspective

Aspect Criterion Indicator name Indicator
description

How to capture the
indicators who
measures?

Information supply Quality of
information
supply

Average number of
events/roles with
incomplete
information
supply

How often does a
role detect that
relevant
information has
not been
provided?

All roles that were
part of the
improvement
process have to
do self-recording
of cases

Average number of
events/roles with
information
provided too late

How often does a
role detect that
relevant
information has
been provided
later than the task
at hand required
it?

Average number of
events/roles with
incorrect or
outdated
information
provided

How often does a
role detect that
information
provided
contained
incorrect or
outdated content?

Cost of information
supply problems

Average time for
completing task

How much time
does a task take
where the
information
supply was
improved (on
average per role)?

Recording of time
by role
performing the
task or by logging
mechanism;
comparison with
earlier values

Number of quality
problems caused
by information
flow problems

How many defects
or deficiencies
were caused by
information flow
problems (for an
organizational
unit)?

Quality problem
are recorded in
quality
management
system; extension
for capturing
cause of the
problem required

Costs of quality
problems caused
by information
flow problems

What were the
costs of the
quality problems
caused by
information flow
problems?

Quality problem
are recorded in
quality
management
system; extension
for capturing cost
of tackling
problem required

Average number of
coordination
problems due to
information flow
problems

How many changes
in production
plans or work
assignments had
to be made due to
missing
information (on
average per role)?

Recording of
occurrences by
role performing
the task;
comparison with
earlier values
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mation flow were not willing to provide these figures or they
were not able to capture them.

The second revision followed after 2 years of scorecard
use and concerned only indicators; that is, there were no
changes with respect to perspectives, goals or sub-goals.
Examples of indicator changes were that the number of pre-
vious method uses was no longer captured as this indicator
seemed no longer relevant; the indicators for documentation
quality were only captured by new method users or after
major changes in the documentation; and new indicators
regarding training time were added when the documenta-
tion of previous IDA method use cases became available for
training purposes.

All these major changes were proposed by method user
organizations, collected by the method manager and inte-
grated into the third release.

5.4 Origin of scorecard indicators

As indicated in Sect. 2.4, some of the indicators in themethod
scorecardwere basedonQMapproaches and experiences and
others on approaches from economics. This section briefly
discusses the origin and theoretical foundation of the indica-
tors, which is summarized in Table 8.

Most indicators in the Method Documentation Quality
perspective are based on the work on document quality indi-
cators, in particular [5, 44, 45]. Although these publications
take different perspectives, they all address criteria for the
general comprehensibility of a text, besides its legibility.
Among the criteria, the possibility of extracting informa-
tion about certain facts and circumstances from a text is
addressed. Langer et al. [44] present 18 evaluation crite-
ria, which can be summarized to four attributes: simplicity,
structure and alignment, brevity and conciseness, as well as
inspiring additions. These criteria and attributes inspired the
definition of criteria and indicator in the scorecard.

The indicators on Pattern Quality are based on work and
experiences in the area of pattern quality from ontology
engineering, pattern quality from enterprise modeling and
conceptual model quality. These three areas are considered
relevant because information demand patterns are a domain-
specific conceptual model from their structure, but also meet
typical characteristics of patterns in computer science (cf.
[46]). More concretely, we adapted the indicators identi-
fied and tested for task patterns [47] for the applicability of
patterns, the positive contribution to the method and the pos-
sibility of improving the patterns; and the indicators from
ontology pattern quality [47] for support for selecting the
right patterns, technical quality of patterns and relevance for
application domains. Conceptualmodel quality [48] is a basis
for technical pattern quality and is incorporated into the work
on ontology pattern quality.

Criteria and indicators for Process Efficiency are well
researched in thefieldof business processmanagement.What
to measure (e.g., duration of complete processes or single
tasks, effort required, quantity of output, etc.) and how to
measure this (automated logs in IT systems, observations,
self-recording, etc.) are basically textbook knowledge (see,
e.g., [49, 50]) and were applied in combination with indi-
cators from task pattern use [47] and economic aspects of
method evaluation [51].

The indicators for Solution Efficiency originate from the
work in economics on the effects of IT on organizational
transformation. More concretely, the work by Gregor et al.
[52] proposes to investigate the strategic, informational,
transactional and transformational perspectives. The most
relevant perspectives for our work used for indicators are the
informational and transactional ones. Informational benefits
can be assumed if improvements in the information infras-
tructure for control, planning or other management tasks are
achieved; that is, there is an informational advantage due
to the new methodology as compared to the situation with-
out it. Transactional benefits are typically connected to the
automation or at least the semiautomation of tasks within an
enterprise. This type of benefit is usually related to cutting
costs and reducing time required for processes or tasks.

6 Method scorecard in use

The method scorecard was applied in two different contexts:
for improving the IDA method and for the enterprise mod-
eling method 4EM [40]. When applying the scorecard in the
context of the IDAmethod, two groups of method users have
to be distinguished:

• Members of the method development team. This group
obviously consisted of experts in IDA and focused on find-
ing method improvement potential,

• Method users from outside the development team who
received training in IDA and used the method on their
own shortly after the training. This group is expected to
have a more independent perspective on the utility of the
IDA method.

Data collected for these different groups are discussed in
Sects. 6.1 and 6.2. In order to investigate whether the method
scorecard would also be suitable for other methods than IDA,
the scorecard was applied in a few 4EM cases (see Sect. 6.3).

6.1 Scorecard use by IDAmethod developers

In total, four different members of the method development
team used the scorecard during five different IDA cases in
a time frame of 10 months. The cases addressed informa-
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tion flow problems in a municipality and in enterprises from
retail, an automotive supplier, a wood-related industry and
the IT industry. In each case, several modeling activities were
performed, scorecard data collected and observations noted
down. The observations were discussed with the other mem-
bers of the method development team. Several adjustments
were made as a result of the observations when using the
scorecard, all of them in the first 6 months of scorecard use:

• Initially, data capture in the cases happened based on a
printed version of the document describing the scorecard.
Since entering this handwritten data into a spreadsheet was
tedious, a software tool was developed for data capture.
This tool offered the possibility of capturing experiences
and remarks in free-text form.

• The solution efficiency perspective of the scorecard proved
very difficult to implement and was not applicable in prac-
tice. During the use of the IDA method, the main obstacle
was that data about resource consumption and the time
needed for certain activities or the quality of activities “be-
fore” implementing the improvements detected either did
not exist or were not made available due to confidentiality
reasons. As a consequence, the indicators of the solution
efficiency perspective were no longer captured. Instead,
two new indicators were introduced: perceived solution
quality from customer perspective and perceived solution
quality from method expert perspective. Both were cap-
tured on a five-point scale.

• Many indicators needed refinements or adjustments. An
example is average learning time for new analyst until pro-
ductivity, where clarification was required as to whether
self-study time also should be included in learning time
andwhether “productivity” means being able to contribute
to the IDAmethod use or being able to use themethod self-
reliantly.

The indicator data collected with the scorecard were eval-
uated not only during InfoFLOW, but also during use of the
IDA method in later years (see also Sect. 6.2). In every IDA
use case, therewere potentially four types of activities, which
correspond to the phases of the IDA method: scoping, ID
context analysis, demandmodeling and consolidation. Every
activity type potentially requires multiple steps (i.e., activi-
ties). For each activity, scorecard indicators were captured.
For example, if demand modeling required several model-
ing sessions with different focus areas and participants, for
each of the workshops indicators were captured as a separate
activity.

Thefirst groupof indicatorswe selected for presentation in
this paper originates from the method documentation quality
and process efficiency perspectives of the scorecard. These
four indicators were the ones preferred by the industrial part-
ners in the InfoFLOWprojectwho intended to use themethod

for commercial purposes, that is, perceived productivity,
perceived method value, perceived result quality (method
user) and perceived result quality (client). All indicators
used the same scale: 5—very good, 4—good, 3—acceptable,
2—improvements needed, 1—poor, 0—don’t know. When
preparing the data for presentation, we used two approaches:

• For all activity types in an IDA modeling case, we calcu-
lated the activity average for the case. Using these activity
averages for a case, we calculated the overall average for a
case. Indicator scores of “0” (don’t know) were excluded
in the average calculation. The case averages are shown in
Fig. 7. The purpose of the chart was to visualize the general
tendency of the method perception, here expressed in the
four indicators, in order to check whether improvements
made in the method handbook or the training material had
any visible effect.

• The activity-type averages per case are shown in Fig. 8.
Here, the intention was to see differences between activ-
ity types and to state where improvements should have
priority.

Figures 7 and 8 are based on the same cases. Cases 1–5
were performed bymethod developers; Cases 6–10were per-
formed by other method users. After Cases 2 and 6, a new
handbook version was released. Figures 7 and 8 are meant to
illustrate indicator use in InfoFLOW-2. They are not meant
to prove any statistically significant developments or corre-
lations.

The indicator development shows improvements for per-
ceived method value after Cases 2 and 6 when new handbook
versions were released. Perceived productivity seems to be
correlated to perceivedmethod value, which is not surprising.
When the method was used by its developers (Cases 1–5),
the perceived result quality of the client was higher than that
of method users. When the method was later used by other
method users, it was the opposite. This indicates that method
developers are more critical of the results or have higher
expectations.

One of the main intentions referring to the activity-type
averageswas to detectwhich phase should have prioritywhen
working on improvements. In Cases 1 and 2, the scoping,
demand modeling and consolidation needed improvement.
With the new handbook published after Case 2, many of
the problems were addressed. In demand modeling, to take
one example, notation for the demand model was included
that was previously missing. Cases 5 and 6 represent the
phase of transferring themethod knowledge from themethod
developer to themethod user. Case 5was done in cooperation
between developer and user; Case 6 completely by a method
user. The experiences from these first “external” uses resulted
in the improvement of the handbook; that is, fromCase 7, the
new version was applied, which is also reflected in improved
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activity-type averages.Currently, scoping seems to be inmost
need of improvement.

In the process efficiency perspective, we collected sev-
eral indicators with the intention to detect potential needs for
additional training of method users. The main indicators in
this contextwere the number of times themethoduser already
had performed the analysis task before, the time required for
completing the analysis task and the perceived usefulness of
themethod support each time the analysis taskwas done. The
expectation was that method users who needed much more
time than the average or showed decreasing satisfaction with
method support should be interviewed and maybe offered
additional training. The experience showed, however, that
if this indicator tendency appeared, the conclusions to draw
from this were different from our assumptions.

Four method users showed decreasing satisfaction with
method support during a period of 3 months. Three of these
four stated that their satisfaction was decreasing because the
more experience they got in the analysis task, the more they
were looking for support on very specific modeling chal-
lenges occurring in their individual modeling cases that were

not covered in the method documentation. This did of course
not indicate training needs, but rather potential areas for
method extension or improvement. However, the actual sup-
port needs stated by the three method users were completely
diverse and so specific to the actual modeling case that none
of them was implemented as a method extension.

The fourth method user with this decreasing satisfaction
tendency stated that at first he received sufficient support
from themethod documentation, but in the next steps was not
sure how to apply it and then lost confidence in the process.
This actually pointed to both the need for more training and
method improvement. The method improvement part was
taken care of in one of the new handbook releases.

With respect to the indicator value time needed for the
analysis task, it quickly became clear that this was heav-
ily dependent on the actual modeling case. For example, if
the company under consideration had a quality handbook
with clearly defined role definitions, the analysis of roles and
demands was much faster than in companies without clear
role definitions and a need to understand the tasks of different
people first.
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Table 8 Approaches inspiring
indicator selection Scorecard

perspective
Approaches inspiring or providing indicators

Method
documentation
quality

Document quality indicators and document
comprehensibility criteria [5], [44] and [45]

Pattern quality Pattern quality from ontology engineering and
enterprise modeling; conceptual model quality
[47], [48] and [53]

Process efficiency Business process management, task pattern use and
method evaluation [47], [49], [50] and [51]

Solution efficiency Effects of IT on organizational transformation [52]

6.2 Scorecard use by project-external IDAmethod
users

In total, six different persons were trained in the IDAmethod
and also used the scorecard in their IDA cases, which came
from logistics, manufacturing, higher education and the IT
industry. The scorecard indicators regarding learning time
and perceived quality of the documentation were captured
after the training. The other indicators were captured in
every activity in each case (the same as in Sect. 6.1). Five
different cases were the basis for this paper. Section 6.1
already presents the case averages and activity-type averages.
Regarding learning time, Table 9 shows the time invested in
training the different method users, separated into lecture-
like training, self-study, working on examples or coaching in
real cases. The table makes clear that training was intensified
for later cases, which probably improved the understanding
of the IDA method. This might explain the improved indica-
tor value when comparing, for example, Cases 6 and 10.

6.3 Scorecard transferability to other methods

In order to check whether the scorecard would be applica-
ble and transferable to other methods than IDA, we selected
the 4EM enterprise modeling method as an example. Three
persons used the scorecard in enterprise modeling cases with
the 4EMmethod. The main intention was to investigate what

parts of the scorecard can be used without any changes for
4EM and where adaptations need to be made. Not in scope
was the comparison of IDA and 4EM based on the scorecard
values.

Before the method scorecard could be used for 4EM, all
perspectives, aspects and indicators were checked for suit-
ability for 4EM:

• Method documentation quality perspective: the aspects of
documentation quality and method maturity could remain
unchanged. Method support for pattern use and method
support for pattern extension were not suitable and were
removed, since 4EM does not include the use of patterns.

• Pattern quality perspective was not used—4EM does not
use patterns.

• Process efficiency perspective: All three aspects of anal-
ysis process, analysis result (solution) and delivery were
kept. As “analysis process” uses criteria and indicators that
capture effort and duration for the different IDA method
phases, these criteria had to be adapted to the activities of
4EM modeling.

• Solution efficiency perspective was not used because of
the experiences undergone in IDA method improvement
(see Sect. 5.1).

All three 4EM modelers managed to collect data about
method documentation quality and process efficiency, which

Table 9 Learning time for the
method users

Method user
(case #)
training part

Student 1 (7) Students 2 & 3
(6)

Student 4 (8) Student 5 (9) Student 6 (10)

Lecture/presentation2 2 4 6 6

Self-study of
handbook

4 2 4 8 8

Exercise/example 0 0 2 4 4

Coaching on
case

2 0 4 4 4

Total 8 4 14 22 22
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Table 10 Indicators
recommended for method
improvement

Indicator Relevant for sub-goal(s) How to capture

Average learning time for new
analyst until productivity

Method documentation quality Captured by method specialist
during training sessions

Perceived quality of
completeness, correctness,
understandability etc. on a
suitable scale (e.g., five-point
Likert scale)

Captured after each method use
with a standard questionnaire

Number of improvements in
documentation proposed by
method users

Captured by method manager

Number of shortcomings detected
in use

Captured by method manager

Average time for performing use
of the method in a case

Process efficiency Captured by the manager of
modeling projects

Average time for performing a
specific phase or component of
the method

Average cost for performing use
of the method in a case

confirms the feasibility of using the method scorecard for
4EM. However, in future work it should be investigated
whether additional scorecard perspectives tailored to 4EM
should be included. An example could be a perspective
directed to participative modeling, an essential feature of
4EM.

7 Summary and future work

In the context of a method development project with a
focus on information demand analysis and on improving
information flow in organizations, the paper presented the
development process of a scorecard intended to support
method improvement. The article also presented the per-
spectives, aspects and (excerpts of) criteria of the method
scorecard and illustrated its use for the IDA method and its
transfer to the 4EM method. Among the conclusions to be
drawn from this work are two rather “obvious” ones:

• The feasibility of scorecard development and the use
as support for method improvement were demonstrated.
Scorecard development helped to identify which crite-
ria and indicators were important from the organizational
method users’ perspective.

• The transfer of the scorecard from IDA to 4EM indicates
that many aspects and criteria are transferable between
methods, although criteria reflecting the method phases
needed adaptation. More cases are required to confirm and
refine this.

In this context, we also learned from scorecard use which
indicators are recommendable for method improvement
projects or within an organizational content of method use.
These indicators are summarized in Table 10. They are rec-
ommendable because either they contribute to monitoring
several sub-goals, they are relatively easy to capture or they
are simply essential for at least one sub-goal.

Themore “hidden” conclusions are related to the utility of
a scorecard: What are the actual benefits of using the score-
card? Could we have reached the same effects without the
scorecard (i.e., without collecting and evaluating data)? Our
impression is that the answers to these questions depend on
the number of method users and cases of method use. For a
method used by many persons in many cases, a sufficiently
big “sample” is produced and the data collected will help
to identify elements of a method that might be candidates
for improvement efforts. However, the scorecard indicators
should not be considered as the “only source of truth”; that
is, the scorecard should be taken as a complementary means
besides experience reports from method users. Section 6.1
shows an example: The indicators point at the scoping phase
as a candidate for improving the method. This should be a
motivation to investigate the scoping phase, but it does not
mean that this part of the method is really the cause for the
indicator values—there might be other causes, like the qual-
ification of the modelers for “scoping,” or the measurement
procedure for the indicators might be inadequate.

Furthermore, some criteria and indicators of the score-
card need further investigation regarding their usefulness.
An example is the average time required for the different
phases of the IDA method. This time is partly dependent on
the modeler and the complexity of the case. But if there are
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many projects and different modelers, the development ten-
dency of the average values of this indicator can be relevant.

Our preliminary recommendations regarding the method
scorecard can be summarized as follows:

• Use the scorecard only for methods with many users and
cases.

• For indicators addressing the time or the effort required for
certain activities, find a way to normalize the complexity
of these different activities.

• Consider reducing the number of indicators, e.g., to five
per perspective.

• Use tool support for capturing and evaluating indicators.
• Use the scorecard as a complementary means for method
evaluation and improvement only. Very valuable informa-
tion for improvement of methods usually comes from the
method users.

• Indicators can help in method evolution management.

Future work will on the one hand consist of continued data
collection regarding the IDA method, which will probably
lead to further development of the scorecard, and further
investigation of transferability of the scorecard to othermeth-
ods. Furthermore, more work is needed to understand the
number of method users and cases for which scorecard use is
appropriate. Investigation is also needed intowhether a score-
card designed for method improvement for organizational
purposes can also be applied as an instrument in method
engineering. This is, to a large extent, a question of gener-
alizability of scorecard perspectives and indicators, that is,
whether the scorecard for a specific organizational context
is also (in total or in part) valid for the general use of the
method.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (http://creativecomm
ons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided you give appropriate credit
to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative
Commons license, and indicate if changes were made.
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